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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention is related to an electric-
power-driven working device.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] US 2017/203462 A1 discloses an electric-pow-
er-driven working device (electric chainsaw) with the fea-
tures of the preamble of claim 1 and in particular a front
handle with a grip portion above the body case and a
rear handle.
[0003] EP 2 952 306 A1 discloses an electric-power-
driven working device (chainsaw) with a top handle
formed over the body case and extending in a front-rear
direction and a hand guard at the front side of body case,
wherein the rear or middle portion of the body case hous-
es the motor.
[0004] US 2014/0047722 A1, EP 1 952 959 A1, EP 2
239 103 A1 and US 5,570,512 A disclose further electric-
power-driven working devices.
[0005] There has also been known a conventional
electric-power-driven chainsaw with a motor housed in
a body case, a battery mounted at a rear end portion
where a battery is mounted and a side handle fixed to a
side of the body case (For example, see JP5462575B2).
A larger battery can be mounted to this type of the chain-
saw, compared with a chainsaw having a body case
housing a battery.
[0006] The conventional electric-power-driven chain-
saw as mentioned above has a side handle disposed
frontward of a motor. Since this type of chainsaw has the
motor and the battery both disposed rearward of the side
handle, it has a problem with its weight being balanced
at a more rearward position when the side handle is
gripped.
[0007] However, if a smaller battery is mounted taking
account of the weight balance, an output power of the
chainsaw is decreased and its charge capacity is de-
creased as well leading to a shorter operation time.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The present invention is intended to have an
objective to solve the problem above mentioned to pro-
vide an electric-power-driven working device which is
weight-balanced when a user holds a side handle and
with which an intended operation is carried out easily.
[0009] In order to achieve the objective above men-
tioned, an electric-power-driven working device of the
present invention comprises a body case, a work tool
projecting frontward out of a front portion of the body
case, a motor driving the work tool and a battery for sup-
plying electric power to the motor. The front portion of
the body case houses the motor while a battery mount-
and-release portion, on which the battery is mounted and

from which the battery is released, is formed at a rear
portion of the body case. The battery mounted on the
battery mount-and-release portion extends in an upper-
lower direction and across a middle portion in a height
direction of the rear portion of the body case. A side han-
dle is arranged to a side face of the body case, extends
from the front portion of the body case to the rear portion
of the body case and has a rear end portion disposed
rearward of and below an output shaft of the motor.
[0010] The electric-power-driven working device of the
present invention includes a body, a work tool is disposed
frontward of the body and a battery is disposed rearward
of the body. The electric-power-driven working device
includes the side handle extending rearward of and below
an output shaft of the motor. According to this configu-
ration, a weight of the electric-power-driven working de-
vice is well balanced in the front-rear direction when an
operator holds the side handle during work, even if a
larger battery is mounted on a rear portion of the electric-
power-driven working device. In addition, the larger bat-
tery is held with the side handle gripped by the operator
with his or her arms bent at an angle suited for holding.
Accordingly, the configuration of the electric-power-driv-
en working device of the present invention facilitates the
operator holding the electric-power-driven working de-
vice during work.
[0011] According to the electric-power-driven working
device of the present invention, the operator can work
gripping a rear portion of the side handle to support a
larger battery when the operator has to work with his or
her arms stretched. As a result, it is easy for the operator
to hold the electric-power-driven working device during
work, which results in increasing the work efficiency.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012]

Fig. 1 is a side elevation view of a chainsaw in ac-
cordance with an embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the chainsaw of the
embodiment when viewed from upward, leftward
and rearward.
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the chainsaw of the
embodiment from which a battery is removed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0013] Hereinafter, an example of an embodiment of
the present invention is explained in detail appropriately
with reference to the attached figures. This embodiment
shows a chainsaw to cut trees and wood plates to which
the present invention is applied. In the description below,
a front portion of the chainsaw is referred to as a cutting
attachment portion of the chainsaw and an upper portion
of the chainsaw is referred to as a top handle portion of
the chainsaw.
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[0014] A chainsaw 1 as shown in Fig. 1 comprises a
body case 10, a cutting attachment 20 attached to the
body case 10, a motor 30 for driving the cutting attach-
ment 20 and a battery 90. The cutting attachment 20 of
the chainsaw 1 is driven by electric power supplied to the
motor 30 from the battery 90 mounted at the body case
10.
[0015] The body case 10 comprises a body portion 11
that is a box shape body made of resin and a top handle
40 formed on an upper side of the body portion 11. Thus,
the top handle 40 is formed on an upper portion of the
body case 10. A side handle 50 is arranged and fixed on
a left side face of the body case 10.
[0016] A motor 30 is housed in a front portion 11a of
the body portion 11. A battery mount-and-release portion
12, on which a battery can be mounted and from which
the battery is released, is formed at a rear portion 11b of
the body portion 11.
[0017] The motor 30 is a known electric-power-driven
motor. An output shaft 31 of the motor 30 extends in the
right-left direction.
[0018] The body portion 11 has a front portion 11a that
houses not only the motor 30 but also a control board
(not shown) and drive mechanism parts such as a drive
gear secured to an output shaft 31 of the motor 30.
[0019] The battery mount-and-release portion 12 is
formed on a rear end face of the body portion 11. The
battery mount-and-release portion 12 includes a retain-
ing portion 13 to retain a battery 90 and a battery case
14 which receives a lower portion of the battery 90.
[0020] The retaining portion 13 is formed along a rear
end portion of the body portion 11 and includes a plate-
like portion extending upward on the rear end portion of
the body portion 11. The retaining portion 13 inclines in
such a way that a lower portion of the retaining portion
13 is positioned frontward of an upper portion of the re-
taining portion 13. As shown in Fig. 3, a rear face 13a of
the retaining portion 13 is such an inclined face that the
rear face 13a is displaced continuously frontward from
its upper end toward its lower end.
[0021] A mount-and-release mechanism 15 to mount
and release the battery 90 is installed on the rear face
13a of the rear portion 13. The mount-and-release mech-
anism 15 includes a guide member to which the battery
90 is fitted to extend longitudinally in the upper-lower di-
rection and a support member (not shown) to support the
battery 90 from below.
[0022] When the battery 90 is mounted to the retaining
portion 13, the battery 90 is made to slide downward
along the mount-and-release mechanism 15 to be
mounted to the retaining portion 13 as shown in Fig. 2.
[0023] The battery 90 is a known battery which in-
cludes such a rechargeable battery such as a lithium ion
battery housed in a case that is in a rectangular parallel-
epiped shape and extends in the upper-lower direction
as shown in Fig. 3.
[0024] The battery 90 has a height larger than a height
of the rear portion 11b of the body portion 11, as seen in

Fig. 1. The battery 90 of the present embodiment can be
larger than one to be housed within the body case 10.
The battery 90 has a sufficiently high output power and
a sufficiently large charge capacity for operation.
[0025] When the battery 90 is mounted at the retaining
portion 13, the battery 90 extends longitudinally in a
height direction of the body case 10. The battery 90
mounted at the retaining portion 13 is formed to be larger
than the rear portion 11b of the body portion 11 and ex-
tends upward from its lower end portion and across a
middle portion H of the rear portion 11b of the body portion
11 in the height direction.
[0026] The battery 90 extends in the upper-lower di-
rection and across in the rear portion 11b of the body
portion 11 and is larger than the rear portion 11b.
[0027] The battery 90 mounted at the retaining portion
13 extends upward up to a position as high as or higher
than a height HH that is higher than the middle position
H by two thirds of a length between the middle portion H
and an upper end 11bH of the rear portion 11b. In addi-
tion, an upper end of the battery 90 is higher than a top
point of a rear end portion 42 of the top handle 40 and
protrudes upward from a base line 45 extending in the
extension direction of the top handle 40.
[0028] The battery 90 mounted at the retaining portion
13 extends downward up to a position as low as or lower
than a height HL that is lower than the middle position H
by two thirds of a length between the middle portion H
and a lower end 11bL of the rear portion 11b.
[0029] Furthermore, the retaining portion 13 has an
ejection mechanism (not shown) installed to release the
battery 90 from the battery mount-and-release portion
12. The battery 90 can be lifted off by operating a lever
attached to an upper portion of the battery 90 with the
battery 90 mounted at the retaining portion 13 to actuate
the ejection mechanism.
[0030] There are connection terminals 16 made of met-
al that are attached on the rear face 13a of the retaining
portion 13, as shown in Fig. 3. The connection terminals
16 are electrically connected with the control board and
the motor 30 (see Fig. 1). When connection terminals of
the battery 90 are connected with the connection termi-
nals 16 of the retaining portion 13, electric power is ca-
pable to be supplied to the control board and the motor
30 from the battery 90.
[0031] The battery case 14 is formed at a lower end
portion of the battery mount-and-release portion 12, as
seen in Fig. 1. The battery case 14 receives a lower por-
tion of the battery 90 disposed under the middle portion
H of the rear portion 11b of the body portion 11 in the
height direction.
[0032] The battery case 14 includes right and left side
walls 14a, 14a and a rear end wall 14b, as shown in Fig.
3. The right and left side walls 14a extend rearward from
the lower portion of the retaining portion 13. The rear end
wall 14b extends from both the right and left side walls
14a, 14a. A space surrounded by the retaining portion
13, the right and left side walls 14a, 14a and the rear end
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wall 14b is a space in which the lower portion of the bat-
tery 90 is disposed.
[0033] At an upper end of the battery case 14 is formed
an insertion opening 14c through which the battery 90 is
inserted from upward. At a lower end of the battery case
14 is formed an opening portion 14d having an opening
bored through in the upper-lower direction.
[0034] As shown in Fig. 1, when the lower portion of
the battery 90 is inserted into the battery case 14 and the
battery 90 is mounted at the retaining portion 13, a lower
end portion of the battery 90 protrudes downward from
the opening portion 14d (see Fig. 3). The cutting attach-
ment 20, which projects frontward, is attached to a right
side portion of the body portion 11, as shown in Fig. 2.
The cutting attachment 20 is a work tool for cutting op-
eration and includes a guide bar 21 and a saw chain 22.
[0035] The guide bar 21 is a plate-like member extend-
ing in the front-rear direction and has a rear end portion
that is fixed to the right side portion of the body portion 11.
[0036] The saw chain 22, which is a closed circular
chain, is wound along the circumference of the guide bar
21. A rear end portion of the saw chain 22 engages with
a drive gear secured to the output shaft 31 of the motor 30.
[0037] When the motor 30 is driven to rotate the drive
gear (not shown), the saw chain 22 rotates along the
circumference of the guide bar 21.
[0038] As shown in Fig. 1, the top handle 40 is arranged
and joined to an upper face of the body portion 11 and
extends continuously in the front-rear direction over the
body portion 11.
[0039] A front end portion 41 of the top handle 40 ex-
tends upward from a front end portion of the upper face
of the body portion 11.
[0040] A rear end portion 42 of the top handle 40 is
arranged and joined to the upper end portion of the re-
taining portion 13 of the battery mount-and-release por-
tion 12. When the battery 90 is mounted at the retaining
portion 13, the upper end portion of the battery 90 projects
upward over a horizontal face on the upper end 11bH of
the rear end portion 42 of the top handle 40.
[0041] An upper grip portion 43 extending in the front-
rear direction is formed between the front end portion 41
of the top handle 40 and the rear end portion 42 of the
top handle 40. The upper grip portion 43 extends in the
front-rear direction inclining slightly downward from the
front end portion 41 of the top handle 40 toward the rear
end portion 42.
[0042] The upper grip portion 43 is a portion to be
gripped by an operator to hold the chain saw 1. The op-
erator puts a hand between the upper grip portion 43 and
the upper face of the body portion 11.
[0043] A trigger lever 43a, which is an operation means
for an operator to increase and decrease a rotation speed
of the saw chain 22 while gripping the upper grip portion
43, is installed on the upper grip portion 43, as shown in
Fig. 2.
[0044] The side handle 50 extends in the front-rear di-
rection from a front portion of a left side of the body case

10 to a rear portion of the body case 10. The side handle
50 is formed of a member in a cylindrical shape by bend-
ing the member.
[0045] A front end portion 51 of the side handle 50 is
arranged and secured to an upper end portion of a front
end portion 41 of the top handle 40. The front end portion
51 of the side handle 50 is positioned above the motor
30, as shown in Fig. 1.
[0046] A rear end portion 52 of the side handle 50 is
positioned rearward of and below the output shaft 31 of
the motor 30. The rear end portion 52 of the side handle
50 is positioned rearward of and below an outer circum-
ference 30a of the motor 30. The rear end portion 52 of
the side handle 50 is arranged and secured to a left side
wall 14a of the battery case 14.
[0047] As shown in Fig. 2, an intermediate portion of
the side handle 50 between the front end portion 51 of
the side handle 50 and the rear end portion 52 of the side
handle 50 is curved in such a way that the intermediate
portion bulges outward from a left side face of the body
case 10.
[0048] A side grip portion 53 is formed between the
front end portion 51 of the side handle 50 and the rear
end portion 52 of the side handle 50. The side grip portion
53 is a portion to be gripped by an operator to hold the
chainsaw 1. The side grip portion 53 is disposed between
the motor 30 and the battery mount-and-release portion
12 and on the left side of the body case 10 (See Fig. 2).
[0049] The side handle 50 has the rear end portion 52
disposed at a lower position than the front end portion
51. When the body case 10 is viewed from its left side,
the side grip portion 53 is seen inclining gradually down-
ward from the front end portion 51 toward the rear end
portion 52. That is to say, when the body case 10 is
viewed from its left side, the side grip portion 53 is seen
extending diagonally straight downward from upward of
the motor 30 toward downward of the motor 30.
[0050] The side handle 50 is disposed preferably in
such a way that the side handle 50 is not seen overlapping
with a centre portion (output shaft 31) of the motor 30
when the body case 10 is viewed from its left side. That
is to say, the side handle 50 has such a shape that no
part of the side handle 50 is disposed on a side of the
middle portion (output shaft 31) of the motor 30. Since
the side handle 50 of this configuration is seen extending
more or less straight when the body case 10 is viewed
from its left side, an operator can easily grip the side
handle 50. The side handle 50 is disposed preferably in
such a way that the side handle 50 is not seen overlapping
with the whole motor 30 when the body case 10 is viewed
from its left side.
[0051] When an object to be cut such as a tree and a
wood plate is cut with the chainsaw 1 as shown in Fig.
1, an operator holds the chainsaw 1 by gripping the upper
grip portion 43 of the top handle 40 with one hand while
the other hand is gripping the side grip portion 53 of the
side handle 50. The object to be cut can be cut with the
saw chain 22 by operating the trigger lever 43a of the top
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handle 40 to rotate the saw chain 22.
[0052] As shown in Fig. 1, the chainsaw 1 as described
above comprises the body case 10, the cutting attach-
ment 20 (work tool) projecting out of the front portion of
the body case 10, the motor 30 to drive the cutting at-
tachment 20 and the battery 90 to supply electric power
to the motor 30.
[0053] The motor 30 is housed in the front portion 11a
of the body case 10 while the battery mount-and-release
portion 12, on which the battery 90 is mounted and from
which the battery 90 is released, is formed on the rear
portion 11b of the body case 10. The battery 90 mounted
on the battery mount-and-release portion 12 extends in
the upper-lower direction in the height direction of the
rear portion 11b of the body case 10 and across the mid-
dle portion H.
[0054] The side handle 50 is arranged and secured to
the left side face of the body case 10. The side handle
50 extends from the front portion 11a of the body case
10 to the rear portion 11b of the body case 10. Preferably,
the side handle 50 extends to the rear portion 11b in such
a way that the rear end portion 52 of the side handle 50
is disposed rearward of and below the output shaft 31
when the body case is viewed from its left side.
[0055] The chainsaw 1 has the motor 30 and the cutting
attachment 20 both disposed at the front portion 11a of
the body case 10 and the relatively large battery 90
mounted at the rear portion 11b of the body case 10. The
side handle 50 extends rearward of the output shaft 31
of the motor 30.
[0056] The chainsaw 1 of this configuration has a
weight well balanced in the front-rear direction with the
side handle 50 being gripped, even if the battery 90 that
is relatively large is mounted at the rear portion 11b of
the body case 10. In addition, the battery 90 is supported
while the side handle 50 is gripped by an operator with
arms bent at an angle that is suited for gripping the side
handle 50. As a result, the operator can hold the chainsaw
1 easily during work.
[0057] Even when the chainsaw 1 is operated with
arms stretched, the operation is performed with a rear
portion of the side handle 50 being gripped to support
the battery 90 that is relatively large and then an operator
can easily hold the chainsaw 1 during work, which con-
tributes to enhancing work efficiency.
[0058] Preferably, the side handle 50 extends rear-
ward of the outer circumference 30a of the motor 30. In
this case, the side handle 50 is best suited for holding
the chainsaw 1 and the same effect as mentioned above
is obtained.
[0059] Since a chainsaw having a top handle has usu-
ally a cutting attachment (guide bar) that is relatively short
in the front-rear direction, this type of the chainsaw has
a length shorter in the front-rear direction and a centre
of gravity positioned more rearward, in comparison with
a chainsaw with a rear handle (not shown), which makes
mounting a large battery difficult. However, the chainsaw
1 of the present embodiment has a weight better bal-

anced in the front-rear direction even when the relatively
large battery 90 is mounted, which contributes to increas-
ing the work efficiency.
[0060] Since the chainsaw 1 has the side grip portion
53 of the side handle 50 disposed between the motor 30
and the battery mount-and-release portion 12, an oper-
ator can grip the side handle 50 between the motor 30
and the battery 90 stably.
[0061] The chainsaw 1 has the front end portion 51 of
the side handle 50 positioned above the motor 30 and
the rear end portion 52 of the side handle 50 positioned
below the front end portion 51. Since the side handle 50
extends diagonally downward from upward of the motor
30 to rearward of the motor 30, an operator can easily
grip the side handle 50 from above.
[0062] As shown in Fig. 3, the chainsaw 1 has the bat-
tery case 14 formed on the battery mount-and-release
portion 12. The battery case 14 surrounds at least two
faces 90a, 90b which extend in the upper-lower direction,
preferably at least three faces 90a, 90b, 90c, or more
preferably four faces 90a, 90b, 90c, 90d. The rear end
portion 52 of the side handle 50 is arranged and secured
to the side face of the battery case 14.
[0063] Compared with the conventional chainsaw, the
chainsaw 1 has the side handle 50 having a longer length
and extending diagonally in the front-rear direction inclin-
ing downward toward the rear end portion 52 while the
body case 10 is made smaller. As a result, the chainsaw
1 is capable of supporting the battery 90 that is larger
with the side handle 50 gripped with an arm bent at angle
that is suited for gripping. The battery 90 that is relatively
large can be supported by gripping the side handle 50
disposed close to the battery 90. Therefore, the chainsaw
1 is held easily during work, which contributes to increas-
ing the work efficiency.
[0064] As shown in Fig. 1, the top handle 40, which
extends in the front-rear direction, is formed on the upper
portion of the body case 10 of the chainsaw 1 and has
the rear end portion 42 arranged and joined to the upper
portion of the battery mount-and-release portion 12. The
battery mount-and-release portion 12 inclines in such a
way that a lower portion of the battery mount-and-release
portion 12 is positioned frontward of an upper portion of
the battery mount-and-release portion 12.
[0065] Since the upper portion of the battery mount-
and-release portion 12 is positioned rearward of the lower
portion of the battery mount-and-release portion 12, the
top handle 40 can be made longer in the front-rear direc-
tion. In addition, a space between the upper face of the
body portion 11 and the top handle 40 can be made larg-
er.
[0066] Moreover, the battery 90 mounted on the bat-
tery mount-and-release portion 12 has an upper portion
and a lower portion positioned frontward of the upper
portion. Therefore, while the top handle 40 is easily
gripped, the chainsaw 1 has a centre of gravity closer to
a centre of the body case 10 and a better weight balance
when an operator grips the top handle 40, and the chain-
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saw 1 is operated efficiently during work.
[0067] Furthermore, since the lower portion of the bat-
tery 90 mounted on the battery mount-and-release por-
tion 12 is positioned frontward of the upper portion of the
battery 90 and the side handle 50 extends toward the
battery 90, the side handle 50 can be gripped with an
arm bent at an angle that is suited for gripping and op-
eration is performed with a portion of the side handle 50
closer to the battery 90 being gripped. In addition, since
the lower portion of the battery 90 is positioned frontward
of the upper portion of the battery 90, the chainsaw 1 can
be smaller in the front-rear direction.
[0068] The battery 90 of the chainsaw 1 mounted on
the battery mount-and-release portion 12 extends longi-
tudinally in the height direction of the body case 10.
[0069] The chainsaw 1 of this configuration has a cen-
tre of gravity shifted more frontward than a chainsaw hav-
ing the battery disposed to have a longitudinal direction
more or less in the front-rear direction, even when the
battery 90 enlarged in the height direction is mounted.
As a result, the chainsaw 1 with a large battery 90 mount-
ed thereto is held easily during work while the chainsaw
1 can be made smaller.
[0070] The battery 90 mounted on the battery mount-
and-release portion 12 of the chainsaw 1 has an upper
portion extending to be higher than a top point of the rear
end portion 42 of the top handle 40, projecting over a
base line 45 extending in the extension direction of the
top handle 40 and preferably projecting upward over a
horizontal face on an upper end 11bH of the rear end
portion 42 of the top handle 40.
[0071] Since the chainsaw 1 has the battery 90 inclin-
ing in such a way that the upper portion of the battery 90
is spaced rearward apart from the upper grip portion 43,
the battery 90 is not in the way of operation when an
operator grips the upper grip portion 43 even if the battery
90 becomes longer in the upper-lower direction. Accord-
ingly, the chainsaw 1 can have the battery 90 that is larger
mounted thereto without compromising operation during
work.
[0072] The chainsaw 1 has the battery case 14 formed
on the battery mount-and-release portion 12, as seen in
Fig. 3. An insertion opening 14c, through which the bat-
tery 90 is inserted from upward, is formed at the upper
end portion of the battery case 14 and an opening portion
14 is formed at the lower end portion of the battery case
14.
[0073] If foreign material such as dust or water comes
into the battery case 14 of the chainsaw 1 of this config-
uration, it is discharged through the opening portion 14d.
In addition, when the battery 90 is mounted onto the bat-
tery mount-and-release portion 12, it is easy to mount
the battery 90 on the battery mount-and-release portion
12 because the battery 90 is directed downward toward
the battery case 14.
[0074] Though an embodiment of the present invention
has been explained as above, the present invention
should not be limited to this embodiment and can be mod-

ified to various other embodiments and modifications
within a scope of the invention.
[0075] Although the side handle 50 of the present em-
bodiment extends straight as seen in Fig. 1, when the
chainsaw 1 is viewed from the left side, the shape of the
side handle is not limited to this configuration. For exam-
ple, the side handle 50 may be in such a shape that it is
seen bent when the body case 10 is viewed from the left
side.
[0076] The chainsaw 1 of the present embodiment has
the battery case 14 formed on the battery mount-and-
release portion 12. However, the chainsaw 1 may do with-
out the battery case 14. In this case, the rear end portion
52 of the side handle can be joined to a lower portion of
the retaining portion 13.
[0077] Though the present embodiment describes the
chainsaw 1 to which the present invention is applied, the
electric-power-driven working device is not limited and
can be applied to various electric-power-driven working
devices such as a portable mowing machine, a hedge
trimmer and a blower.

Claims

1. An electric-power-driven working device (1) com-
prising;

a body case (10);
a work tool (20) projecting frontward out of a
front portion (11a) of the body case (10);
a motor (30) driving the work tool (20);
a battery (90) for supplying electric power to the
motor (30),
wherein the battery (90) is mounted on a battery
mount-and-release portion (12) and extends in
an upper-lower direction and across a middle
portion (H) in a height direction of a rear portion
(11b) of the body case (10); and
a top handle (40) extending in a front-rear direc-
tion,
wherein the top handle (40) is formed on an up-
per portion of the body case (10) and includes
a rear end portion (42) arranged to an upper
portion of the battery mount-and-release portion
(12);
the front portion (11a) of the body case (10)
housing the motor (30) while the battery mount-
and-release portion (12), on which the battery
(90) is mounted and from which the battery (90)
is released, is formed at the rear portion (11b)
of the body case (10); characterized by
a side handle (50) arranged to a side face of the
body case (10), extending from the front portion
(11a) of the body case (10) to the rear portion
(11b) of the body case (10) and including a rear
end portion (52) disposed rearward of and below
an output shaft (31) of the motor (30);

9 10 
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the battery mount-and-release portion (12) in-
clining in a way that a lower portion of the battery
mount-and-release portion (12) is disposed
frontward of the upper portion of the battery
mount-and-release portion (12) and including a
retaining portion (13) to retain the battery (90)
and a battery case (14) which receives a lower
portion of the battery (90); and
the battery case (14) including right and left side
walls (14a, 14a) and a rear end wall (14b), the
right and left side walls (14a, 14a) extending
rearward from a lower portion of the retaining
portion (13), the rear end wall (14b) extending
from both the right and left side walls (14a, 14a),
a space surrounded by the retaining portion (13),
the right and left side walls (14a, 14a) and the
rear end wall (14b) forming a space in which the
lower portion of the battery (90) is disposable,
at an upper end of the battery case (14) being
formed an insertion opening (14c) through which
the battery (90) is insertable from upward, and
at a lower end of the battery case (14) being
formed an opening portion (14d) having an
opening bored through in the upper-lower direc-
tion.

2. The electric-power-driven working device (1) as de-
scribed in claim 1, wherein the battery (90) mounted
on the battery mount-and-release portion (12) ex-
tends longitudinally in a height direction of the body
case (10).

3. The electric-power-driven working device (1) as de-
scribed in claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the side handle
(50) includes a grip portion (53) disposed between
the motor (30) and the battery mount-and-release
portion (12).

4. The electric-power-driven working device (1) as de-
scribed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein
an upper portion of the battery (90) projects upward
over a horizontal face including an upper end of a
rear end portion (42) of the top handle (40).

5. The electric-power-driven working device (1) as de-
scribed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein
the rear end portion (52) of the side handle (50) is
arranged to a side face of the battery case (14).

Patentansprüche

1. Eine elektrisch angetriebene Arbeitsvorrichtung (1)
umfassend:

ein Körpergehäuse (10);
ein Arbeitswerkzeug (20), das nach vorne aus
einem vorderen Abschnitt (11a) des Körperge-

häuses (10) herausragt;
einen Motor (30), der das Arbeitswerkzeug (20)
antreibt;
eine Batterie (90) zur Versorgung des Motors
(30) mit elektrischer Energie,
wobei die Batterie (90) an einem Batteriebefes-
tigungs- und - entriegelungsabschnitt (12) an-
gebracht ist und sich in einer Richtung von oben
nach unten und über einen mittleren Abschnitt
(H) in einer Höhenrichtung eines hinteren Ab-
schnitts (11b) des Körpergehäuses (10) er-
streckt; und
einen oberen Griff (40), der sich in einer Rich-
tung von vorne nach hinten erstreckt,
wobei der obere Griff (40) an einem oberen Ab-
schnitt des Körpergehäuses (10) ausgebildet ist
und einen hinteren Endabschnitt (42) aufweist,
der an einem oberen Abschnitt des Batteriebe-
festigungs- und -entriegelungsabschnitts (12)
angeordnet ist;
wobei der vordere Abschnitt (11a) des Körper-
gehäuses (10) den Motor (30) aufnimmt, wäh-
rend der Batteriebefestigungs- und -entriege-
lungsabschnitt (12), an dem die Batterie (90) be-
festigt ist und aus dem die Batterie (90) entnom-
men wird, am hinteren Abschnitt (11b) des Kör-
pergehäuses (10) ausgebildet ist;
gekennzeichnet durch
einen Seitengriff (50), der an einer Seitenfläche
des Körpergehäuses (10) angeordnet ist, sich
von dem vorderen Abschnitt (11a) des Körper-
gehäuses (10) zu dem hinteren Abschnitt (11b)
des Körpergehäuses (10) erstreckt und einen
hinteren Endabschnitt (52) aufweist, der hinter
und unterhalb einer Ausgangswelle (31) des
Motors (30) angeordnet ist;
wobei der Batteriebefestigungs- und -entriege-
lungsabschnitt (12) so geneigt ist, dass ein un-
terer Abschnitt des Batteriebefestigungs- und -
entriegelungsabschnitts (12) vor dem oberen
Abschnitt des Batteriebefestigungs- und -entrie-
gelungsabschnitts (12) angeordnet ist, und ei-
nen Halteabschnitt (13) zum Halten der Batterie
(90) und ein Batteriegehäuse (14) aufweist, das
einen unteren Abschnitt der Batterie (90) auf-
nimmt; und
das Batteriegehäuse (14) eine rechte und eine
linke Seitenwand (14a, 14a) und eine hintere
Endwand (14b) aufweist, wobei sich die rechte
und die linke Seitenwand (14a, 14a) von einem
unteren Abschnitt des Halteabschnitts (13) nach
hinten erstrecken, die hintere Endwand (14b)
sich sowohl von der rechten als auch von der
linken Seitenwand (14a, 14a) erstreckt, wobei
ein Raum, der von dem Halteabschnitt (13), der
rechten und der linken Seitenwand (14a, 14a)
und der hinteren Endwand (14b) umgeben ist,
einen Raum bildet, in dem der untere Abschnitt
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der Batterie (90) angeordnet werden kann,
an einem oberen Ende des Batteriegehäuses
(14) eine Einführöffnung (14c) ausgebildet ist,
durch die die Batterie (90) von oben her einge-
führt werden kann, und
an einem unteren Ende des Batteriegehäuses
(14) ein Öffnungsabschnitt (14d) mit einer in der
oben-unten-Richtung durchgebohrten Öffnung
ausgebildet ist.

2. Die elektrisch angetriebene Arbeitsvorrichtung (1)
gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei sich die an dem Batterie-
befestigungs- und -entriegelungsabschnitt (12) an-
gebrachte Batterie (90) in Längsrichtung in einer Hö-
henrichtung des Körpergehäuses (10) erstreckt.

3. Die elektrisch angetriebene Arbeitsvorrichtung (1)
gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei der Seitengriff (50)
einen Griffabschnitt (53) aufweist, der zwischen dem
Motor (30) und dem Batteriebefestigungs- und -ent-
riegelungsabschnitt (12) angeordnet ist.

4. Die elektrisch angetriebene Arbeitsvorrichtung (1)
gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wo-
bei ein oberer Abschnitt der Batterie (90) nach oben
über eine horizontale Fläche ragt, die ein oberes En-
de des hinteren Endabschnitts (42) des oberen Griffs
(40) einschließt.

5. Die elektrisch angetriebene Arbeitsvorrichtung (1)
gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wo-
bei der hintere Endabschnitt (52) des Seitengriffs
(50) an einer Seitenfläche des Batteriegehäuses
(14) angeordnet ist.

Revendications

1. Un dispositif de travail à entraînement électrique (1)
comprenant :

un boîtier de corps (10) ;
un outil de travail (20) faisant saillie vers l’avant
à partir d’une partie avant (11a) du boîtier de
corps (10) ;
un moteur (30) entraînant l’outil de travail (20) ;
une batterie (90) pour alimenter le moteur (30)
en énergie électrique,
dans lequel la batterie (90) est montée sur une
partie de montage et de déverrouillage de la bat-
terie (12) et s’étend dans une direction supé-
rieure/inférieure et à travers une partie centrale
(H) dans une direction de hauteur d’une partie
arrière (11b) du boîtier de corps (10) ; et
une poignée supérieure (40) s’étendant dans
une direction avant-arrière,
la poignée supérieure (40) est formée sur une
partie supérieure du boîtier de corps (10) et com-

prend une partie d’extrémité arrière (42) dispo-
sée sur une partie supérieure de la partie de
montage et de déverrouillage de la batterie (12) ;
la partie avant (11a) du boîtier de corps (10) abri-
te le moteur (30), tandis que la partie de montage
et de déverrouillage de la batterie (12), sur la-
quelle la batterie (90) est montée et de laquelle
la batterie (90) est déverrouillée, est formée à
la partie arrière (11b) du boîtier de corps (10) ;
caractérisé par
une poignée latérale (50) disposée sur une face
latérale du boîtier de corps (10), s’étendant de
la partie avant (11a) du boîtier de corps (10) à
la partie arrière (11b) du boîtier de corps (10) et
comprenant une partie d’extrémité arrière (52)
disposée à l’arrière et en dessous d’un arbre de
sortie (31) du moteur (30) ;
la partie de montage et de déverrouillage de la
batterie (12) est inclinée de manière à ce qu’une
partie inférieure de la partie de montage et de
déverrouillage de la batterie (12) soit disposée
à l’avant de la partie supérieure de la partie de
montage et de déverrouillage de la batterie (12)
et comprend une partie de retenue (13) pour re-
tenir la batterie (90) et un boîtier de batterie (14)
qui reçoit une partie inférieure de la batterie
(90) ; et
le boîtier de batterie (14) comprend des parois
latérales droite et gauche (14a, 14a) et une paroi
d’extrémité arrière (14b), les parois latérales
droite et gauche (14a, 14a) s’étendant vers l’ar-
rière à partir d’une partie inférieure de la partie
de retenue (13), la paroi d’extrémité arrière (14b)
s’étendant à partir des parois latérales droite et
gauche (14a, 14a), un espace entouré par la
partie de retenue (13), les parois latérales droite
et gauche (14a, 14a) et la paroi d’extrémité ar-
rière (14b) formant un espace dans lequel la par-
tie inférieure de la batterie (90) est jetable,
à une extrémité supérieure du boîtier de batterie
(14) est formée une ouverture d’insertion (14c)
à travers laquelle la batterie (90) peut être insé-
rée par le haut, et
à une extrémité inférieure du boîtier de batterie
(14) est formée une partie d’ouverture (14d)
ayant une ouverture percée dans la direction su-
périeure-inférieure.

2. Le dispositif de travail à entraînement électrique (1)
selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la batterie (90)
montée sur la partie de montage et de déverrouillage
de la batterie (12) s’étend longitudinalement dans la
direction de hauteur du boîtier de corps (10).

3. Le dispositif de travail à entraînement électrique (1)
selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2, dans
lequel la poignée latérale (50) comprend une partie
de préhension (53) disposée entre le moteur (30) et
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la partie de montage et de déverrouillage de la bat-
terie (12).

4. Le dispositif de travail à entraînement électrique (1)
selon l’une quelconque des revendications précé-
dentes, dans lequel une partie supérieure de la bat-
terie (90) fait saillie vers le haut au-dessus d’une face
horizontale comprenant une extrémité supérieure de
la partie d’extrémité arrière (42) de la poignée supé-
rieure (40).

5. Le dispositif de travail à entraînement électrique (1)
selon l’une quelconque des revendications précé-
dentes, dans lequel la partie d’extrémité arrière (52)
de la poignée latérale (50) est disposée sur une face
latérale du boîtier de batterie (14).
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